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2nd Quarter Wrap Up - News Trends &
Stories, Part II - July 14th
To
“My high octane speculation for today reiterates something I’ve suggested in many
previous blogs: with the commmercialization of space comes the inevitable necessity
of protecting those national assets, but with the mining of space and local celestial
bodies like the Moon, comes the necessity of protecting those assets, and the “sea
lanes” to them. And that requires not only the need to re-position American assets
currently available further out, it also requires new military-space assets to be
positioned further out. One can even go so far as to envision “seleno-synchronous”
orbits for satellites around the Moon, and occupying various layered orbits between
the Earth and the Moon. If this reading of these stories be correct, then this means
the USA and China – and therefore inevitably Japan, india, Europe, and Russia –
are about to embark on a massive increase in space-related activity, both military
and commercial.” ~ Dr. Joseph P. Farrell, May 17, 2016
We continue our publication of the 2nd Quarter Wrap Up this week with News
Trends & Stories, Part II.
Last week, in Part I, Dr. Farrell and I covered Economy and Financial Markets and
Geopolitics, including a serious discussion of Brexit. This was a very timely
discussion. Dr. Farrell and I believe that Brexit reflects the British establishment
preference to move the United Kingdom and the Commonwealth to a more
independent role in a multipolar world. The latest headlines — Washington tensions,

Putin’s warnings about the buildup towards war, Tony Blair’s defense of his Iraq
record, and the NATO buildup in Eastern Europe, including British troops moving into
Estonia and Poland — affirm the soundness of the British strategy. The world does
not need Iraq II, let alone World War III.
This week in Part II, Dr. Farrell and I will cover Science and Technology and The Big
Questions. This part includes a discussion of the explosive global investment in
space exploration and the space-based economy, including some of the incredible
stories that defined what is happening in space this year.
Make sure to check our web presentation for the complete listing of News Trends &
Stories for the 2nd Quarter. Log in and access it through your subscriber links.
Stay tuned for the final two parts of the 2nd Quarter Wrap Up in the third and fourth
week of July:
Financial Market Roundup: In the third week, we will combine a written
Blockbuster Chartology from master technician Rambus with my Equity
Overview. Make sure to check our web presentation for the complete roundup
of financial market charts as of June 30.
Productivity, Prosperity & the Popsicle Index: Finally, our big theme. How
do we blast through the Orwellian BS about productivity coming out of folks
like Alan Greenspan? How do we get down to what needs to be done and
integrate dazzling innovation with real human productivity and prosperity? We
will post our discussion of the “real deal” on productivity and prosperity in our
final week.

Catherine Austin Fitts

From The Site
July 21st
Blockbuster Chartology with Rambus/2nd Qtr Equity Overview with Catherine
July 28th
2nd Quarter Wrap Up - Productivity, Prosperity & the Popsicle Index

Book Review: The Hacked World Order: How Nations Fight, Trade, Maneuver, and
Manipulate in the Digital Age

"Divide & Conquer" Antidotes

Letter to the White House

Theatre Review: Hamilton

The American Revolution: Happy 4th of July!

Ballet Review: Sleeping Beauty at the Met

Subscribers: Money & Markets – July 1, 2016

UK Votes Yes for Brexit

Catherine with Dark Journalist: What is the End Game?

Book Review - Our Final Invention: Artificial Intelligence and the End of the Human
Era

Catherine on Coast to Coast AM Radio

Solari's Latest Contribution: The Nicholas Gonzalez Foundation

Subscribers: Money & Markets – June 17, 2016

Just a Taste! - 2nd Quarter Wrap Up - News
Trends & Stories, Part II
2nd Quarter Wrap Up- News Trends and Stories- Part 2

Lunch with Catherine in Amsterdam on July 26, 2016

Catherine will be visiting Amsterdam for the day on Tuesday, July 26th.
One of the stops will the Amsterdam Central Library, followed by lunch at the Eye
Museum with subscribers and friends.
Come join us for lunch a the Eye Museum Restaurant on July 26, 2016.
Lunch will be “on your own” and, for your convenience, the restaurant accepts cash,
and major credit cards.
If you plan to attend, please let us know as soon as possible, as seating is limited.

Learn more here

Highlights from Last Week - 2nd Quarter Wrap Up - Productivity,
Prosperity & the Popsicle Index
The Real Nitty Gritty on Productivity & Prosperity
In short, this mirage of “productivity” — much of it designed to ensure politically
connected centralized monopolies win — is financed with skyrocketing government
debt issuance, central bank bond purchases and a wide variety of drains on the time,
income and assets of the general population.
It’s not real, it does not work, and we can only hope the game is up now that that
“debt growth model” is over.
It’s time to review what has happened and what to do about it. First and foremost,
the world is full of John and Sue Manley’s who are highly productive people. We
need to unleash them from the “slow burn” that is destroying their productivity.
Second, time is of the essence. Not only is the debt growth model over,
developments in the second quarter of 2016, including Brexit, have rung the bell: we
are shifting to a multipolar world. The future of the US dollar as the primary global
reserve currency is now in question.
2nd Quarter Wrap Up: Four Parts Throughout July
Our 2nd Quarter Wrap Up will be presented throughout July in four parts:
News Trends & Stories: For the next two weeks we will chew through the top
news trends and stories with Dr. Joseph Farrell. This coming week in Part I,

we will look at Economy and Financial Markets and Geopolitics, including a
serious discussion of Brexit. Brexit is a clearly the story of the 2nd Quarter.
The following week in Part II, Dr. Farrell and I will cover the Science and
Technology and The Big Questions. Make sure to check our web presentation
for the complete listing of News Trends & Stories for the 2nd Quarter.
Financial Market Roundup: In the third week, we will combine a written
Blockbuster Chartology from master technician Rambus with Catherine’s
Equity Overview. Make sure to check our web presentation for the complete
round up of financial market charts on June 30.
Productivity, Prosperity & the Popsicle Index: Finally, our big theme. How
do we blast through the Orwellian BS about productivity coming out of folks
like Alan Greenspan? How do we get down to what needs to be done to
integrate dazzling innovation with real human productivity and prosperity? We
will post our discussion of the “real deal” on productivity and prosperity in our
final week.
We Never Give Up!
At Solari, we never give up on the notion that genius can serve humanity as a whole.
Indeed, our calculations indicate that the monopolists will be wealthier when it does.
It’s simple – free markets create far more wealth than fascism. Secrecy designed to
protect national security ultimately creates privileges which destroys the very society
the secrets were meant to protect.
As I have said many times before, now is not the time in the history of our people for
a failure of imagination!

See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report
A weekly 1-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized experts, The
Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and financial
climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.
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